SUMMARY
Retribution is a massive expansion
pack for Stardock’s popular space
strategy game, Galactic Civilizations
III. It adds Hypergates for interstellar
fast-travel, Precursor artifacts that give
players instant powers across their
empire, Supply ships to better connect
their civilization, two new alien
civilizations, a campaign that
concludes the two-decade long story
that serves as the background lore to
the game, and a top-to-bottom
rebalance of the entire game.

AVAILABILITY
Steam, GOG, and Direct for $19.99.

REQUIREMENTS
Galactic Civilizations III
Windows 7,8,10 PC.

CONTACT
WEBSITE:
www.galciv.com
EMAIL:
press@stardock.com

SCREENSHOTS

INTRODUCTION
Galactic Civilizations is a space strategy sandbox game. Players
choose a civilization to play as and then play in a procedurally
generated galaxy. Each game plays very differently based on the
game settings that are chosen.
Players can win the game through a variety of paths such as conquest
(conquer all the other civilizations), diplomatic (ally with all the other
civilizations), ascension (control the ascension crystals long enough),
culture (spread your cultural influence through most of the galaxy), and
technological (discover the secrets of omnipotence).
Galactic Civilizations III: Retribution is an expansion that adds a host of
new features and content. This Gamer’s Guide will outline what’s new
and why it matters.

WHAT RETRIBUTION AIMS TO SOLVE
Games succeed or fail based on pacing. Galactic Civilizations games
are generally considered well-paced, but like most games in the
strategy genre, there are periods during the course of a game where
the player can feel like they have limited agency. Retribution is
designed to improve the game’s overall pacing.
Galactic Civilizations is in the 4X strategy genre (explore, expand,
exploit, exterminate). Most strategy games do well with the first two X’s
and tend to fail at the last two. This is why so many strategy gamers
enjoy starting new games, but rarely finish them. The mid-to-late game
can become a grind.
By reviewing thousands of games, we identified a number of areas
where we thought Galactic Civilizations III could be improved:
1.

Artifacts
Hypergates
Battle
Drath in Action
Korath in Action
Gameplay
2.

Colony Development. After the initial exploration and
expansion, we wanted players to be able to better control
how their colonies developed. Previously, every colony was, in
effect, an isolated entity. This is a common issue in strategy
games where cities, planets, etc. have little ability to influence
the development of others. To solve this, we added a new
feature: Supply ships. Supply ships allow one colony to send
resources to another to help speed up that colony’s
development.
Late Game Movement. In the late game, galactic movement
(especially on large maps) becomes very time consuming.
Players have requested wormholes or other instant transport for
years. The problem with that solution is that it would eliminate
the concept of a “front line.” Instead, we developed
“Hypergates”. By linking one Hypergate with another, a fasttravel path (think space highway) is created between them
that doubles - and later quadruples - movement. This creates
strategic points of interest and cuts down on the late game
movement time by up to 4 times. Constructing the Hypergate
network also involves giving the player another interesting midgame choice on what to construct if they choose not to play
as a conqueror.

3.

4.

5.

Instant Agency. Through every stage of the game, there was
relatively little instant agency a player could engage in. This
gets back to the challenge of having one colony able to help
another in a specific, meaningful way. Artifacts are found on
planets. When developed, artifacts provide “charges” that the
player can make use of anywhere in their empire. For example,
one artifact will teleport a target fleet to a random location.
This can be very useful in the early game when an alien colony
ship is about to take a planet the player wants, or late game
when an enemy fleet is about to conquer your planets.
New player strategies. Through reviewing submitted gameplay
reports, we found there were two types of strategies that could
be better supported and enjoyed. The first path is that of the
“puppet master,” the player who wins by getting other
civilizations to go to war. To that end, we have added the
Drath, who have a special trait called “War profiteer.” This
triples the amount of money from trade when trading with a
civilization that’s at war. The Drath also have a trait that allows
them to win through ascension a lot more quickly.
At the other extreme, we found players who simply wanted to
wipe out other civilizations as quickly and efficiently as possible
with relatively little nuance. These players said that they enjoy
the depth of Galactic Civilizations, but requested ways to play
a pure war-game. For these players, we have added the
Korath, who have the “extermination” trait. This trait allows
them to build ships with biological weaponry that bypass all
land-based defenses in order to completely wipe out the
enemy population. It’s a pretty horrible, but it does allow the
player to play purely as a conqueror.
Pacing Re-Balance. Players will almost instantly notice that the
technology tree has been re-designed. Many new
technologies, mostly early technologies, are designed to
improve early game pacing and allow players to differentiate
their colonies more distinctly. Many new planetary projects
have been added that allow for better specialization of
planets. Star systems have been moved further from each
other to improve the exploration experience and make the
choice between researching better engine technology,
colony infrastructure technology, and military technology more
compelling.

Moreover, a great deal of time was invested in ensuring that the
computer AI makes full use of these changes and that the style of AI
play has far more diversity based on what traits that AI player has.
Taken together, Retribution dramatically improves the gameplay
experience.

THE CAMPAIGN
For twenty-five years, the Galactic Civilizations games (first on OS/2 and
later on Windows) have hinted that humanity would eventually go on a
crusade that would wipe out the universe. Retribution tells that story.
NOTE: We do not recommend playing the campaign unless you are
already emeshed into the Galactic Civilizations lore. The campaigns
serve to provide the setting that the game takes place in since, as a
Sci-Fi game, it cannot rely on history to act as a foundation to relate to.

The campaign takes place shortly after the humans have finished
liberating much of the galaxy from the Drengin Empire, who have
commited various atrocities during their occupation. Armed with a
powerful Precursor artifact, the commander of the Terran Liberation
Fleet now aims to obliterate the Drengin civilization.
You have been warned by the Thalan (introduced 13 years ago in
GalCiv I as being time-travelers) that if you don’t stop the use of the
Precursor artifact, it will lead to the destruction of the galaxy - and later,
the entire universe.
Your mission is to save the evil Drengin Empire.

WALKTHROUGH
This walkthrough won’t assume you have played Galactic Civilizations
before. It will note when a feature is new to Retribution.

STARTING A GAME
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Choose New Game.
Pick the Korath Clan (new in Retribution).
Choose the medium galaxy size (GalCiv is a large sandbox, so
this is designed to keep the play time reasonable).
Choose scattered galaxy type.
Choose Start (the rest of the options can stay on default).

INITIAL MOVES
Your action button is on the bottom right of your screen. It will walk you
through what orders your staff are waiting for.
1.
2.

Research: What do you want to research? They are all good
choices. For our purposes, choose ARTIFICIAL GRAVITY.
Idle Colony: Recommend: Shipyard.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Manufacturing Queue: Select Shipyard and rush buy it. Inspect
your home world for cool stuff.
Build: Temple of Despair (unique to the Korath).
Idle Ship: Use your mouse-wheel to zoom out on the map.
Right-click on a nearby star (dots on the map) so you can find
other good planets.
Shipyard Idle: Select Colony Ship, rush build it.
Click the turn button: You have just ended your first turn.

Figure 1: Survey Ship is sent to another star after zooming out.

Figure 2: Temple of Despair is being built.

PART I: EXPLORATION
1.

2.
3.

When loading a colony ship, it’s recommended that you put
only 1 population on it (defaults to 2). There are a lot of
debates on what the “best” number is. The more people on a
planet, the more productive it is.
Send your ship to Kynda. Kynda is class 5 planet. The higher the
number, the better. Earth in 2019 is a class 10.
You will likely get an event. Choose a response based on your
ideological preference.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Recommend: Build Supply Depot (new in Retribution). Note
that it will take many turns to build it (now you can see the
reason we have Supply ships).
If you have the INTRIGUE expansion installed, you’ll be asked to
choose a government.
Second ship: IF you have found a strategic resource nearby,
build a constructor. If there is a colonize-able planet nearby,
choose colony ship. Otherwise, choose a scout.
Second tech: SPACE ELEVATORS. New in Retribution, this lets
you build space elevators (cough) and Supply ships.
Third Tech: Spatial Manipulation (allows you to build
Hypergates).
If you know of a good planet nearby, then RUSH buy the
colony ship.
Generally speaking, you are looking to explore and expand
your empire. You do this by building scouts, constructors, and
colony ships.
Build a constructor when you can and claim some resources.
You do this by building it in the constructor ship’s area of effect
and then building a MINING RING.
FIRST CITIZEN: Recommend choosing Administrator so that you
have more administration, which is needed to build
constructors, Hypergates, and colony ships.
IF you have food on Kora, then build a Colonization Center
next. It will greatly speed up your planet’s development.
If you can build Tyrian’s Destiny (when it comes up), do so; it
greatly increases your planet’s growth rate.
Read up on what artifacts you have (new in Retribution) and
see if you want to use them.
If you are playing as malevolent, pick the free warship
ideological choice. Having it will make other civilizations nice
to you for a while.
If you meet any civilizations, make sure you research Archaic
languages so you can speak to them. Then Trade tech for
money if you need money.

Figure 3: Kynda is in your home solar system. Tjere os a strategic
resource to the galactic east of Kynda.

TURN 20 STATUS

Figure 4: I have built a starbase to capture the Durantium resource. My
cultural influence spread over asteroids. I clicked on them and built
mines. I then assigned their resources to flow to Kora.

Figure 5: I built Temple of Despair, and next to it, the Colonization
Center. I have queued up the Dimensional Mirror Study and am
currently trying to build Tyron's Destiny, which will increase my planet's
growth rate.

Figure 6: By zooming out with the mouse wheel, I can see various
objects of desire. The ones marked in red are worlds I want to colonize.
The yellow boxes are Precursor relics (not artifacts) which are spacebased machines that give bonuses to my civilization. The purple boxes
are strategic resources. Durantium is needed for building things.
Promethion (the orange circle on the left) is needed for technologically
based projects. The Thulium (in purple boxes) is needed for kineticbased weapon manufacturing. Based on this start, you will want to get
those and research up the kinetic weapons tree.

Figure 7: In the first 20 turns, I encountered the Thalan. I researched
"Archaic languages" so I could communicate with him.

Figure 8: By speaking and trading with the Thalan, I can trade
technology for money and other technologies. The bar in the middle
determines how fair they perceive the trade to be.

Figure 9: Clicking on the Civilization button, I can manage my budget. I
usually set taxes at the highest I can before the approval rating starts to
noticeably impact my production.

Figure 10: Hitting ESC or selecting the “III” button in the top left of the
main screen will let you visit the Victory Status screen.

PART II: EXPANSION
1.

Use an artifact if you can. For example, I have Dimensional
Mirror, which will reveal an area of the galaxy. Select it on the
right of your screen. Then click “use artifact” and choose a
distant star so you can see what’s there without having to send
a ship.
2. Make sure you don’t let your opponents claim all the strategic
resources. Be prepared to go to war if necessary, because if
you let that happen and don’t do something about it, you will
lose (unless you’re on an easy difficulty).
3. Command your survey ship to auto-survey so you don’t have
to pay attention to it. Many anomalies will provide money.
4. You don’t need every resource. The game is designed to lure
you into wanting to create endless constructors, which will also
lead to your ruin. Focus on the resources you want, then focus
on building up your planets.
5. When new citizen choices come up, consider picking workers
and sending them to planets that are developing.
6. Construct Supply ships and send them to jumpstart your
colonies (NEW in Retribution) that are just starting out.
7. Research Xeno Commerce and build a freighter to send to the
neighbor you don’t want to murder.
8. Build two Stellar Architects, then use them to build two
Hypergates that are connected to each other.
9. Begin building defensive ships to put into orbit of your planets.
10. The Korath are terrible at negotiation. Don’t expect good deals
in trades.
11. Negotiate some treaties with other civilizations.

TURN 60 STATUS

Figure 11: I have established a city on Kora and built it up a great deal.
It is very productive. It is currently aiding my economy.

Figure 12: The gray polybox represents my empire on turn 60. There is a
Hyperlane between my home star system and the class 19 Precursor
planet I found. I am currently constructing another Stellar Architect to
connect my other star system to the south. Then I can send supply ships
from the home world to more quickly build them up.

Figure 13: The Drengin are powerful and don't really like me, but they
are already at war with two civilizations, so I am pretty safe. You can
prevent a given civilization from trading with you by setting up an
embargo.

Figure 14: I am running a slight deficit. But with a good treasury
situation, it's not concerning.

PART 3: EXPLOIT
One hour into the game. It is time to begin exploiting the resources we
have.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.
13.

Visit your starbases and build up their defenses. Don’t let them
become easy targets.
Research zero-gravity construction to get access to bigger ship
hulls.
Research Interstellar Mining so you can increase the output of
your mining starbases.
Get more trade licenses so you can trade with more
civilizations. Specifically, the ones you don’t plan to murder.
Build an economy starbase near some of your planets to boost
their production.
Build some tourism-based improvements. Other civilizations
have an unhealthy fascination with the Korath.
Try to connect your influence together, as you get bonuses
from tourism that way.
Design a ship.
Research planetary invasion so you can invade other players
when the next phase comes.
Your biggest resource limiter for exploiting your empire will be
Durantium. Start looking at who has it and how you might seize
it.
Talk to the other civilizations, particularly future enemies, and
see what technologies they’ve researched. You will want to
research counter-measures to their weapons. For instance, if
they have researched a lot of beam weapons, you should
research shield defenses.
Look at other planets temporarily owned by other players that
rightfully belong to you. What special traits do they have?
Pay attention to what your potential adversaries have.

14. Make sure you build up your economy or trade with other
civilizations for money.

Figure 15: The Game's AI will try to design ships for you, but it's fun to see
if you can do it better. Note this Frigate's specs.

Figure 16: There are thousands of ship designs on Steam Workshop that
people have created. Pretty much any sci-fi style ship you can imagine
has been made by someone.

Figure 17: My designed ship is much more lethal. It is much slower and is
short-range and has no defense but it is packs a much bigger punch.

Figure 18: At first glance...and second glance, this planet may seem like
it rightfully belongs to the Drengin and one might (wrongly) argue that
it is deep in their natural territory. But as you can see, it has an artifact
and we have a moral right to all those artifacts. This planet must
become ours. There is also a particularly offensive starbase hogging up
Durantium in between.

Figure 19: Battle with a pirate. Their defenses are for beam weapons,
but I'm armed with kinetic weapons which will pass right through.

Figure 20: My territory is now contiguous, which provides big tourism
bonuses. There are Hypergates now that connect my empire right
through Drengin territory as well.

Figure 21: Tourism is generating a significant amount of money. So is
trade.

PART 4: EXTERMINATE
Depending on the map settings, you will eventually reach the 4th X in a
4X game, which is “exterminate.” Execute should really be the name,
as it really means to execute your strategy.
1.
2.

Pick your path to victory. In this game, no one likes me, so I’m
going to try to kill everyone.
Pick how you’re going to do it. I’m going to invade key worlds
with actual troops, then use spore weapons on the minor
worlds.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Pick your initial target. The Drengin. No one will get mad at me
for taking them out first.
Build a fleet by putting multiple ships onto the same tile.
Give your fleet a Commander (if you have any) by selecting
the fleet and adding a Commander to it.
Destroy enemy starbases and claim their resources before
going after the planets. This ensures that if you have to make
peace, you at least picked up resources.
Set your conquered planets to have a governor by clicking on
the “Govern planet” button on the planet screen.
You should able to conquer many planets quickly with a single
transport.
Leave a ship in orbit of your planets to make sure your planets
aren’t quickly conquered back.

Have fun!

Figure 22: Turn 120. The Drengin planets have been liberated and
incorporated into our empire.

